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Looking back at 2018  
and ahead to 2019 

We also launched our current-affairs style 
documentary in partnership with ITN Productions. 
Anchored by Natasha Kaplinsky, the 100 minute 
programme attracted the involvement of 17 UK-based 
bioscience research institutions and organisations, each 
highlighting the work they are doing towards the apt 
theme of Addressing Global Challenges, you can see 
their stories on our website.  

A showcase of the programme was warmly received 
at The Francis Crick Institute as part of our Annual 
Awards ceremony, which also celebrated the winners 
of our Photography competition, our Nancy Rothwell 
specimen drawing competition and our Outreach and 
Engagement Award winners too. 

Biology Week’s social media campaign 
#iamabiologist set out to highlight the diversity of 
people and professions within the biosciences. More 
than 2,500 people took part across the globe, with 
biologists of all ages and career stages  taking part in 
countries such as South Africa, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, 
Australia, Thailand, Peru and from across the United 
States, as well as throughout the UK.

Fostering enthusiasm for biology and providing 
support for bioscientists doesn’t end with Biology Week. 
At the end of October, we held our Biosciences Career 
Day at Manchester Metropolitan University. Over 200 
students and recent graduates attending heard from 
bioscience professionals, had help developing their CV 
writing and interview skills, and where able to network 
with potential employers. 

In November we embarked on a new initiative – 
we organised our first ever biosciences outreach and 

The year ahead will bring big changes; we will be leaving the EU, there will be a UK spending review 
with implications for research and education budgets, and there will be further visibility of UKRI’s 
strategy for public research funding in action. Despite all these changes, it will be the people and 
the science, as always, that will power our community and give us focus.

A recent example of people coming together to bring 
out the best of bioscience was in Biology Week. Now 
in its seventh year, the week of activity harnessed and 
amplified enthusiasm and support for the biosciences, 
and showcased the strengths of our biology students, 
researchers, professionals, policymakers and many more. 

This year, more than one hundred events took place 
across the UK and in other parts of the world. The Royal 
Society of Biology, in partnership with the Biochemical 
Society, ran a debate at the Royal Institution to a packed 
auditorium, our Annual Awards ceremony, and a 
reception in the Houses of Parliament. The Biochemical 
Society also joined us in running another successful 
Policy Lates event, this year featuring a panel discussion 
on improving accessibility and diversity.

All of these events took place alongside our annual 
favourite species poll, our flagship social media campaign 
#IAmaBiologist, and our BioArtAttack competition.

Mark Downs  
CSci FRSB  
(Chief Executive,  

Royal Society of Biology)
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engagement symposium, featuring 12 jam-packed 
sessions for those new to outreach or looking to brush 
up on their skills. 

The symposium, held in partnership with a 
number of our member organisations including the 
Biochemical Society and the University of Birmingham, 
and brought together early career researchers and 
science communication professionals from across 
the UK to share best practice, discuss challenges and 
opportunities and also build and strengthen networks.  

This wide portfolio of activities and events is 
underpinned by the same set of fundamental goals – 
to support and strengthen the biosciences community, 
improve professionalism, and provide a unified voice 
for our membership. 

These goals will remain central to our work as we 
begin to explore the unchartered waters of post-Brexit 
UK. We will continue to convene and gather concerns 
and present these to government in relation to the 
future research environment, as well as ongoing UK 
policy work for regulation, environment and health. 
Ensuring that scientists can collaborate internationally, 
and that the knowledge generated by science can be put 
to good use, are bedrock concerns of our policy activity 
and we will continue to drive these forward.

Next year we celebrate our tenth anniversary, 
and we will be marking this milestone with another 
wide reaching and diverse programme of events  
and initiatives. 

We hope our individual members and member 
organisations like the Biochemical Society will join us 
in celebrating how far we have come as an organisation 
since 2009, and help us to continue to showcase the 
excellence of the biosciences here in the UK. ■
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